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Audio Watermarking in the
 Phase-Frequency Domain   

R. Kountchev1, R. Mironov2  

Abstract - A new approach for audio watermarking in the 
phase-frequency domain is presented, based on the Inverse 
Difference Decomposition with Complex Hadamard Transform. 
The main advantages are the absence of quantization noise, the 
lower computational complexity and the ability for the owner of 
the audio contents and for the authorized distributors to insert 
different watermarks in the protected audio signal.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In correspondence with the up-to-date methods for audio 

watermarking [1,2], the watermarks are inserted in the time- or 
frequency domain of the audio signal, using some kinds of 
masking effects, which concern the sound perception in 
accordance with the human auditory system (HAS) [3]. In 
order to make the distortions, resulting from the watermark 
insertion in the time domain smaller [1], the watermark is 
presented as a pseudo-noise binary sequence, which is added 
to the corresponding discrete values of the audio segments. In 
the cases, when the watermarking is performed in the audio 
signal spectrum [2], usually are modified the amplitudes and 
the phases of selected complex low-frequency coefficients, 
obtained using one of the known discrete linear transforms: 
Fourier, Fourier-Mellin, Radon, etc. The second approach was 
developed for discrete cosine and wavelet transforms [4], for 
which the corresponding spectrum coefficients are real 
numbers. In this case is used modulation of selected cosine 
coefficients in the middle-frequency band of the audio signal, 
or the pseudo-random sequence is inserted in some 
components of its wavelet decomposition. The basic qualities 
of the spectrum approach for watermark insertion [1] are its 
practical inaudibility (transparency), the high resistance 
against pirates and fraud attacks, audio compression, time 
scaling, amplitude corrections, linear and nonlinear filtration, 
noising and applying of special effects. 

In this work is offered a high-efficient method for audio 
watermarking, based on the modification of the phases of the 
spectrum coefficients in every level of their Inverse Difference 
Decomposition (IDD) with Complex Hadamard Transform 
(CHT), in correspondence with [5]. 

II. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION 
Audio Watermarking Based on IDD with CHT. 
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The new principle is based on CHT of the discrete audio 
signal components x(k) for k=0,1,..,N-1 and N=2n, 
decomposed with two-level IDD, with number l=0,1: 
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For the level l=0 the component )k(x~0  is described with 
the approximation model of x(k), defined by the relations (2): 
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The operators CHT[•] and CHT[•]-1 represent the direct 
and the inverse CHT of the signal x(k), by (3): 
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where: yRe(u) and yIm(u) are correspondingly the real and the 
imaginary part of the complex coefficient 

])u(jexp[)u(M)u(y ϕ= , M(u) and ϕ(u) represent the 
amplitude and the phase spectrums of the audio signal x(k), 
and t(u,k) and t∗(u,k) are the elements of the matrices for the 
direct and inverse CHT: 
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Here  ∗  is an operator, which represents the integer part of 
the result, obtained after the division.  

For the level l=1 at first is defined the zero difference 
)k(x~)k(x)k(e 00 −= , from which is calculated its 

approximation model:   
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Here for s=1 the components )k(e~s
0  and )u(ys

1  are defined 
from the difference ),k(e0 when k=0,1,..,(N/2)-1. For s=2 
these components are defined from )k(e0 , when 
k=(N/2),(N/2)+1,..,N-1. The operators F0[.] and F1[.] represent 
the filtration of the spectrum of every segment in the levels 
l=0,1 of IDD, consisting in truncation of a selected part of the 
spectrum coefficients. The retained coefficients must be even 
number, complex-conjugated couples.  

For the inverse CHT the “truncated” coefficients should be 
substituted with zeros. The last, residual component in the 
decomposition of Eq. (1) is defined as:                                  

         )k(e~)k(e)k(e s
001 −= , for s = 1, 2.       (7) 

In particular, in case, that from the spectrum of every 
segment in the levels l=0,1 are selected the complex-
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conjugated coefficients with frequencies u1=4m+1 and 
u2=4m+3 only, is obtained: 
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The watermark elements wl, which are inserted in the levels 
l=0,1 of IDD, modify the phases )( 11 usϕ and )( 21 usϕ  of the 

corresponding spectrum coefficients )( 11 uy s
 and )( 21 uys  in 

accordance with:
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In the level l=1 of IDD for every value of s=1,2 could be 
changed the corresponding phases )( 11 usϕ  and )( 21 usϕ  of the 

two coefficients couples )( 11 uy s  and )( 21 uys , i.e. there could 

be inserted two different values )( 1
1
1 uw  and )( 1

2
1 uw . In order 

to retain the subjective quality of the watermarked signal equal 
with that of the original one, the maximum value of every 
element of the watermark wl for a given IDD level must be 
restricted in correspondence with the requirement |wl|≤0,05 
rad (≤30). This ensures practical inaudibility of the changed 
phases of the spectrum components with frequencies (u1) and 
(u2) in the two IDD levels, in case that the sequence of wl 
elements has a pseudorandom structure, without zero values. 
The requirement for watermark sign secrecy is answered 
performing the function “exclusive OR” for every wl element 
with its corresponding element from the pseudorandom 
sequence, which represents the chosen secret key.  

The audio signal )k(xl
w , watermarked in accordance with 

Eq. (14) for the level l of IDD is correspondingly:  
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Here )k(x 0
w  contains the element w0, and )k(x 1

w - 

respectively the elements w0, 1
1w  and 2

1w .   

The components )k(x~ w0 , )k(e~s
w0 , in Eqs. (13) and (14), are 

defined in correspondence with: 
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Here, using F0[.] and F1[.] from the spectrum in levels 
l=0,1, are selected only the coefficients with frequencies (u1) 
and (u2), whose phases )( 10 uwϕ  and )( 21 us

wϕ  for s=1,2 are 
modified in correspondence with Eq. (14). The described 
watermarking principle permits the insertion of (L+2R) 
elements wl of the watermark signs in every N-dimensional 
audio segment, modifying the phases of the 2L complex 
conjugated CHT coefficients from the level l=0, and of the 4R 

coefficients - in the level l=1 (L and R are selected in the 
interval from 1 to N/4).  

The watermark extraction from the watermarked audio 
signal ),k(xor  )k(x 1

w
0
w  defined from Eqs. (13) and (14), 

could be performed using the original signal x(k). In this case 
the elements w0(u1) are defined using the relations:  
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Then, if ,0)( 10 ≠uϕ  from Eqs. (14) and (21) follows: 
    )()()( 101010 uuuw w ϕϕ −= .                 (18) 

The elements )( 1
1
1 uw  and )( 1

2
1 uw  for s=1,2 are defined in 

accordance with: 
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In Eq. (19) the differences )k(es
w0 and )k(es

0 are equal to:  
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Here )k(xl
w , )k(x~ w0  and )k(x~0  are calculated, using Eqs. 

(14), (15) and (2).  

In case, that ,0)( 11 ≠usϕ  the elements of the watermark are 

defined with the relation:  ).u()u()u(w 1
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In order to obtain higher reliability for the watermark 
detection, the elements wl, extracted from the audio segments, 
must be compared with their originals ∗

lw . For this purpose is 
used the coefficient of the normalized cross correlation ρl of 
the two sequences wl and ∗

lw  [2]. The solution for the 
watermark detection in the first IDD level is taken when the 
condition in Eq. (22) for l=0,1 is answered: 
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Here Тl is a threshold, selected in advance, and Nl is the 
number of segments, containing the elements wl.  

Algorithm for Watermarking of Audio Segments. 

 Based on the already described principle here follows the 
algorithm for watermarking of a couple of complex conjugated 
CHT coefficients, generalized for M couples. In case, that 
from all the CHT coefficients of the N-dimensional audio 
segment in the level l=0, we retain only the couple y0(u1) and 
y0(u2), its approximation model is defined in accordance with 
the Eqs. (2)-(6) and (8)-(9), as follows: 
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Here:  
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The module and the phase of the coefficient y0(u1) are 
represented with:  
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From Eqs. (27-30) follows that after watermarking in 
accordance with the Eqs. (12-13) is obtained the marked audio 
signal for the level l=0 - ])p(x~)p(x~[)p(x)p(x 0w0

0
w −−= . For p=4v, 

4v+1,4v+2,4v+3 and v=0,1,..,(N/4)-1 following: 
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These relations are used as a base for the algorithm for 
watermark insertion in the IDD level l=0. At the beginning, in 
the Eq. (25) are calculated the values of C0(u1) and D0(u1), 
which after that are substituted in Eqs. (29) and (30) for the 
calculation of a0(m) and b0(m). Then, from Eqs. (27)-(28) are 
calculated the values of the marked signal )k(x0

w . 

The watermark extraction from )k(x0
w  is performed using 

the original x(k), a0(m) and b0(m), defined with the 
differences: 
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From Eq. (25) are calculated C0(u1) and D0(u1), and 
together with the obtained values for a0(m) and b0(m) they are 
substituted in: 
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The last relation is the solution of the system of Eqs. (29)-
(30) concerning the element w0(u1) of the corresponding 
watermark in the case, when l=0. In similar way are inserted 
and extracted the watermarks 1

1w  and 2
1w . The described 

algorithm is generalized for the watermarking of M complex-
conjugated couples of CHT coefficients in every level of IDD. 

In the cases, when the watermark extraction does not 
require the original audio signal, could be used correlation 
detection based on the sequence of watermark elements, 
known in advance:  

- In correspondence with Eqs. (40)-(45), for the level l=0 of 
the IDD the watermarked audio signal could be represented 
with a sequence of N-dimensional vectors of the kind: 

)M(SwXGXZ 0000 +=+= , where: Х=[x(0), x(1), x(2),..., 
x(k),..., x(N-1)]t   is  the  vector of the original audio segment; 

)M(SwG 000= - vector with elements g0(k)=w0s(k) for 

1,0 −= Nk  and Z0 – vector with elements 
)()()()( 00 kxkgkxkz w=+= , corresponding with the watermarked 

audio segment. 

- Let t
00 ]11,1,1,1,...,1,1,1,[wW ++−−++−−=  represents the N-

dimensional vector for watermark in the level l=0. In this case, 
the coefficient of the normalized cross correlation ρ0 of the 
couple of vectors Z0 and W0 from the sequence of N-
dimensional audio segments is defined with: 
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The condition for the detection of the element w0 of the 
watermark in the level l=0 of IDD for every audio segment 
could be represented with the relation: 00 Tr)(ρ > , where: 
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For r=0,1,…,N-1 should be found the maximum of ρ0. It 
must not be bigger than the threshold Т0, which defines the 
probability for false alarm or missing the element w0. The 
elements 1

1w  and 2
1w  in the level l=1 of IDD for every audio 

segment could be extracted in similar way, using the 
corresponding correlation, ρ1. 

The main advantage of the described algorithm for 
watermark extraction is its universality, due to the fact, that it 
does not require the use of the original audio signal. In this 
case, however, the probability for false detection or missing is 
higher.  

III. EVALUATION OF THE WATERMARK EFFICIENCY 
As criteria for the watermark quality evaluation in every 

IDD level, could be used the mean square error (MSE) of the 
watermarked audio signal )k(x 0

w  or )k(x 1
w  in respect to the 

original, x(k). For a segment of N discrete values MSE is 
defined from the relation: 
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Then the signal/noise ratio (SNR) is defined with: 
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From the Eqs. (35) and (36) follows that the relation SNRl 
grows together with the increasing of N and the decreasing of 
the value of the watermark element wl.  

The described method for audio watermarking was tested 
with great number of test audio signals, with length 25s, stored 
as WAVE files, with sampling frequency 44.1 kHz, 16 bits. 
The audio signals were divided in segments, 256 samples 
each. For L=R=1 and m=0 were modified the phases of the 
complex-conjugated couples for y0(1) and y0(3) from the level 
l=0, and )1(ys

1  and )3(ys
1  for s=1,2 – from the level l=1 of 

IDD for every segment. The obtained results proved the high 
efficiency of the watermarking with SNR>80 dB when the 
values of the watermark elements are in the range ± 30 and are 
coded with 5 bits per element, missing the code 00000. In this 
case the maximum speed for watermark data transmission in 
the level l=0 is approximately 860 bps, and in the level l=1 - 
correspondingly 1.72 кbps. 

On Fig. 1 an input test sinusuidal signal with 64 samples, 
and the corresponding marked signal are presented. The 5 bits 
watermark is set to the 3th coefficient. The amplitude and 
phase responses of the input signal are presented on Fig.2. 
These results were obtained with program simulitaion on 
MATLAB 5.3.  

IV. CONCLUSION 
A new method for audio watermarking in the phase 

spectrum with two-level IDD, was developed. The method is 
based on the limited spatial resolution of the Human Auditory 
System in respect to the direction of the sound source, which 
results in practical inaudibility of the inserted watermarks. 
Advantage of the method is the fact that there is no 
quantization of the transform coefficients, the method has 

relatively low computational complexity and permits the 
insertion of different watermark with high information 
capacity in every IDD level.  

The method offers exact watermark extraction, high 
resistance against frauds and pirates’ attacks with multiple 
lossy compression or different kinds of audio transforms and 
the ability for exact watermark extraction without using the 
original audio signal. The insertion of different watermarks in 
every IDD level makes the identification of the manufacturers 
and of the authorized distributors of multimedia production 
much easier. 
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Fig.1. The original and watermarked test signals with 64 samples each. 

Fig.2. Amplitude and phase responses of the tested signal. 


